My cat likes to hide in boxes

1. The cat from France
   likes to sing and dance

2. The cat from Spain
   Flew an aeroplane

3. The cat from Norway
   Got stuck in the doorway

4. The cat from Greece
   Joined the police

5. The cat from Brazil
   Caught a very bad chill

6. The cat from Berlin
   Played the violin

7. The cat from Japan
   Waved a big blue fan

8. Look at all these clever cats,
   Cats from Spain, Brazil and France
   Cats from Greece, Japan and Norway,
   Cats who sing and fly and dance …
My cat likes to hide in boxes

1. The cat from France likes to sing and dance
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

2. The cat from Spain flew an aeroplane
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

3. The cat from Norway got stuck in the doorway
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

4. The cat from Greece joined the police
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

5. The cat from Brazil caught a very bad chill
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

6. The cat from Berlin played the violin
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

7. The cat from Japan waved a big blue fan
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

8. Look at all these clever cats,
   Cats from Spain, Brazil and France
   Cats from Greece, Japan and Norway,
   Cats who sing and fly and dance...
   But my cat likes to hide in boxes

But my cat likes to hide in boxes